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In this study, the close physical proximity of the Gas Puff Imaging (GPI) and Beam Emission
Spectroscopy (BES) diagnostics on the National Spherical torus Experiment (NSTX) is leveraged
to directly compare fluctuation measurements, and to study the local effects of the GPI neutral
deuterium puff during H-mode plasmas without large Edge Localized Modes. The GPI and BES
views on NSTX provide partially overlapping coverage of the edge and scrape-off layer (SOL)
regions above the outboard midplane. The separation in the toroidal direction is 16!, and field lines
passing through diagnostic views are separated by "20 cm in the direction perpendicular to the
magnetic field. Strong cross-correlation is observed, and strong cross-coherence is seen for frequen-
cies between 5 and 15 kHz. Also, probability distribution functions of fluctuations measured "3
cm inside the separatrix exhibit only minor deviations from a normal distribution for both diagnos-
tics, and good agreement between correlation length estimates, decorrelation times, and structure
velocities is found at the 640% level. While the two instruments agree closely in many respects,
some discrepancies are observed. Most notably, GPI normalized fluctuation levels exceed BES
fluctuations by a factor of "9. BES mean intensity is found to be sensitive to the GPI neutral gas
puff, and BES normalized fluctuation levels for frequencies between 1 and 10 kHz are observed to
increase during the GPI puff. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4921215]

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the physics of the edge and pedestal
regions of tokamak plasmas is essential to the operation of
high performance fusion devices. Turbulence in the edge
enhances transport above neoclassical levels which severely
limits the achievable confinement. Experiments have
observed that during the transition to high confinement
(H-mode) an edge transport barrier (ETB) is formed, and a
suppression of the transport is achieved.1–3 The reduced
transport at the edge leads to a buildup of pressure with steep
gradients in temperature and density. This yields a
“pedestal” in the density and temperature profiles that the
core profiles sit atop, thus the height and width of the pedes-
tal significantly impact the achievable performance of the de-
vice. The steep gradients of the pedestal provide a source of
free-energy for MHD instabilities localized to the edge,
accordingly called Edge Localized Modes (ELMs), which
can exhaust large amounts of stored energy and particles.
These ELMs can damage plasma facing components; there-
fore, controlling ELMs is a major concern for current and
next-step fusion devices.4 The nature of microturbulence that
drives transport in the edge, the development of the ETB
during the L-H transition and subsequent suppression of tur-
bulence, the evolution of the pedestal, and the dynamics of
ELMs all underscore the importance of understanding this
region of the plasma, and the need for highly resolved diag-
nostic information.

Two diagnostics that have been used extensively to
study the pedestal and edge regions are Beam Emission
Spectroscopy (BES) and Gas Puff Imaging (GPI). BES has

been used to measure density fluctuations on many major
Tokamak experiments of the past 2 decades. As the name
suggests, BES measures fluctuations in the plasma density
via spectroscopy of radiation from the interaction of an ener-
getic beam of neutral particles, either an neutral beam injec-
tion (NBI) heating beam or a separate diagnostic beam, with
the plasma. The diagnostic has been used to study a number
of phenomena relevant to the plasma edge, including charac-
terization of low-wavenumber (k?qs ! 1) turbulence,5,6 mea-
surement of turbulent and zonal flows,7–9 and turbulence-
generated coherent structures.10

GPI has also been used on a number of fusion experi-
ments including NSTX, Alcator C-mod, TEXTOR, RFX-
mod, and EAST.11–15 Similar to BES, GPI measures visible
light fluctuations from the interaction of neutrals with the
plasma, but the neutral source is a puff of thermal gas, usu-
ally helium or deuterium, from a gas nozzle located on the
vessel wall. GPI has been used to study edge turbulence and
blobs,11,12,16–19 turbulent velocity fields,20–24 ELMs,25,26 and
L-H transitions.22,27

In addition to the experimental work, significant work
has been done to model the atomic physics processes rele-
vant to both diagnostics. Collisional radiative models have
been developed to better understand the penetration of neu-
tral beams into plasma, and to provide the physical basis for
BES and other active spectroscopy diagnostics.28–34

Collisional radiative models have also been used to explain
GPI emission profiles, and simulations have been performed
to examine the transport of the neutral gas puff in the
edge.35–38 Both diagnostics are concerned with measuring
the Balmer-a line emission which has the form I ¼ A32n0f3,
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where A32 is the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emis-
sion, n0 is population of the neutral ground state, and f3 is the
ratio of density of the excited level to the ground state. The
collisional radiative models are concerned with accurately
predicting the population of states, and thus this ratio, f3. For
BES, f3 is usually simplified to be a function of only plasma
density, but GPI typically requires the retention of both the
electron density and temperature. For densities and tempera-
tures corresponding to typical H-mode pedestals on NSTX,
however, GPI emission can, to a good approximation, also
be considered to be a function of only the electron density.
Therefore, GPI and BES are expected to measure predomi-
nantly density fluctuations.

In this study, we carry out the direct comparison of
measurements of edge turbulence made with the BES and
GPI diagnostics in H-mode operation that is free of large
ELMs. This study tests our understanding of the operation
of, and interpretation of data from these two diagnostics. The
goal of this comparison is to provide experimental verifica-
tion that the measurements agree where modeling of diag-
nostic response suggests they should, and that observations
are consistent between the two diagnostics. In addition to
increased confidence in the measurements that this provides,
this study lays the groundwork to use the diagnostics more
collaboratively in the future. Furthermore, the relatively
close proximity of the BES viewing volume to the GPI gas
manifold allows the local effects of the GPI neutral gas puff
on the BES measurements to be quantified.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec.
II discusses the GPI and BES diagnostics, the relative posi-
tioning of the two, and NSTX operation. Section III com-
pares measurements of relative fluctuation levels and
fluctuation probability density functions. Section IV
describes cross-diagnostic correlation and coherence analy-
sis. Section V compares statistical analysis of fluctuations
between the two diagnostics. Section VI discusses the esti-
mation of poloidal correlation lengths and decorrelation
times, and estimates of these quantities are compared.
Section VII provides discussion of the results, and Sec. VIII
summarizes the results.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Gas puff imaging diagnostic

Gas Puff Imaging is a diagnostic technique used to
image visible light fluctuations from collisional excitation of
neutral atoms by plasma electrons. The details of the diag-
nostic have been discussed at length in previous
work,11,12,39,40 so only a brief review is included here. The
NSTX GPI system consists of a gas manifold and a fast-
framing camera. The manifold is a 29 cm long pipe perfo-
rated by thirty 1 mm diameter holes spaced evenly along its
length. The gas manifold is located just inside the vacuum
vessel wall 20 cm above the outboard midplane, and it dis-
charges a neutral D2 gas puff. The neutral gas penetrates into
the edge of the plasma, dissociates, becomes excited by
collisions with plasma electrons, and radiatively decays. The
visible light emission (Da; n ¼ 3! 2; 656 nm) from this
process is transferred from a collecting lens through a

fiber-optic bundle, passed through an interference filter, and
imaged by a Phantom v710 fast-framing camera. Images of
64 $ 80 pixels are taken at 400 kHz frame rate (2.5 ls per
frame) with an exposure time of 2.2 ls. Numerical modeling
of the atomic physics processes has shown that the light
emission may be approximated by the function
IGPI ¼ n0Fðne; TeÞ, where F represents the photon emission
rate per atom.37,40 Inserting the approximate functional form
for the ne and Te dependence yields IGPI / n0na

eTb
e , where

the exponents a and b vary with the plasma parameters
across the GPI view.

The optical view is tilted by "40! with respect to hori-
zontal so that the view is approximately aligned with the
local direction of the magnetic field at the intersection with
the gas puff during standard operation. The x and y coordi-
nates of the camera image are approximately perpendicular
and tangent to surfaces of constant flux, respectively. Thus,
the image x coordinate is approximately the radial coordi-
nate, and the y coordinate is then the generalized poloidal
coordinate. Note that this is not the machine poloidal direc-
tion which lies in the R-Z plane, but instead the generalized
poloidal direction lies in the plane perpendicular to the local
magnetic field. For the shots studied here, the axes of the
GPI view differ from the generalized poloidal and radial
directions by '10!. In this study, we refer to the generalized
poloidal direction simply as the poloidal direction.

The pixel resolution at the location of the gas puff is
3.8 mm$ 3.8 mm, and the total viewable area is
24 cm$ 30 cm. The positioning of the GPI and BES diagnos-
tics is discussed in Sec. II D, and an illustration of the GPI
view is shown in Fig. 1(a). The toroidal extent of the gas
cloud coupled with the curvature of the magnetic field line
acts to degrade the radial resolution. Similarly, the poloidal

FIG. 1. (a) R¼ 140 cm BES channel positions (red diamonds) and GPI view-
ing area (blue polygon) plotted over contours of poloidal flux for NSTX shot
141 254. Flux surfaces are labeled by their midplane r/a value, and the sepa-
ratrix is indicated by the solid black line. BES channel positions and the cor-
ners of the GPI view are plotted using cylindrical coordinates. Green cross
indicates BES channel used for comparison. (b) BES inner poloidal array
(red diamonds) plotted in toroidal coordinates with GPI points (blue) for
similar flux value. Magnetic field line traces are plotted as dashed lines, and
the dotted-dashed line traces the generalized poloidal direction.
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resolution is degraded by any misalignment of the camera
viewing angle with the magnetic field line pitch angle.
Experimental observations of the width of the gas cloud
combined with field line curvature yield an effective radial
resolution of Dr ( 261 cm, and the poloidal resolution is
between 0:5 ' Dpol ' 2:0 cm depending on the degree of
misalignment.39 For this study, the misalignment is '10!,
so the poloidal resolution is close to 0.5 cm for all shots.
For typical NSTX edge parameters, the GPI light emission
is localized to the region with Te; Ti ! 0:3 keV and ion
sound gyroradius qs ! 1 cm. Thus, fluctuations that satisfy
hkpoliqs ¼ pqs=DPOL ! 6:0, including typical drift turbulence
scales41 of hkpoliqs ( 0:1) 1, are well resolved by the GPI
diagnostic.

B. Beam emission spectroscopy diagnostic

Similar to the GPI diagnostic, the Beam Emission
Spectroscopy diagnostic measures light emission from the
collisional excitation of neutral atoms. Where the GPI diag-
nostic uses a gas puff to localize the observation, the BES
diagnostic images Da line emission that is localized to the
intersection of optical sight lines with the neutral heating
beam. The velocity of beam neutrals in combination with the
viewing geometry produces a Doppler shift, which isolates
the beam Da line from thermal emission from the bulk
plasma. The Da emission is collected by a high-throughput
optical assembly and imaged onto a set of optical fiber bun-
dles. The fiber bundles transmit the light to a set of collimat-
ing lenses and transmission filters that selectively pass the
Doppler shifted Da emission. Finally, PIN photodiodes mea-
sure the Da light intensity. The dependence of measured
emission on plasma parameters has been studied (see Ref. 31
and references therein for review), and for typical parameters
in the NSTX pedestal the light emission can be approximated
by dIBES=hIBESi ( 0:5dne=hnei for modest fluctuation levels,
dne=hnei ' 10%.31,42 The sensitivity of light emission to
other parameters, including temperature, is found to be much
weaker than the density dependence.

The NSTX BES system, discussed in detail in Refs. 43
and 44, consists of two separate optical assemblies with one
view centered at R¼ 130 cm (r=a ( 0:7) and another view at
R¼ 140 cm (r=a ( 0:9). For this study, we make use of only
the outer 28 channel assembly, and an illustration of the
channel positions is presented in Fig. 1. The radial array pro-
vides coverage from r=a ( 0:7 to well into the scrape-off
layer, and two poloidal arrays are positioned at r=a ( 0:9
and in the scrape-off layer. The optical view is aligned with
the local magnetic field at the position of the heating beam,
an angle of 37! with respect to horizontal, to optimize cross-
field resolution. Spot-sizes at the neutral beam cross-section
are 2–3 cm, and detailed point-spread function calculations
indicate minor image distortions from field line misalign-
ment and atomic state lifetimes. Thus, turbulent fluctuations
with k?qs ' 1:5 are well resolved. Data are acquired at a
2 MHz sampling rate, and frequency-compensating, wide-
band preamplifiers provide photon-noise limited measure-
ments at frequencies up to 400 kHz.

C. NSTX operation

The shots selected for this study are from a subset of the
NSTX 2010 run campaign in which both the GPI and BES
diagnostics were operational, and each shot is chosen to be
free of large ELM events during the GPI observing period.
Table I details the list of chosen shots and shot parameters.
The shots are selected from 2 different experiments carried out
on different run days. Typical ne and Te profiles for these shots
are plotted in Fig. 2 along with the GPI emission profiles. The
red dashed line indicates the radial location of the R¼ 140 cm
BES radial channel used for the comparison. The GPI light
emission is localized around the last closed flux surface
(LCFS), and the light emission decays to its half maximum
value near the normalized flux value, WN of 0.8. This position
corresponds to densities of 2) 5$ 1013 cm)3 and tempera-
tures of 100) 200 eV. The R¼ 140 cm BES assembly has ra-
dial views located at normalized flux values between
"0:3 and 1:2, spanning the scrape-off layer (SOL), gradient
region, and pedestal top. This study focuses on the near-SOL
and gradient region to compare with the GPI measurements.

D. Relative diagnostic positioning

A schematic representation of the BES and GPI views is
illustrated in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). Fig. 1(a) shows the relative
position of the GPI view (blue polygon) and the BES chan-
nels (red diamonds) in the (R, Z) plane. BES channels and
corners of the GPI view are plotted using their cylindrical R
and Z coordinates, ignoring the different toroidal angles.
Flux surfaces are indicated by dashed contours and labeled
with their midplane r/a value, and the separatrix is indicated
by the solid black contour. In Fig. 1(b), The BES inner poloi-
dal array channels (red diamonds) are plotted in toroidal and
machine-poloidal coordinates along with GPI pixels (blue
points) with similar values of poloidal flux. Magnetic field
line traces in these coordinates are indicated by dashed lines,
and a trace of the generalized poloidal coordinate passing
through the GPI points is indicated by the dotted-dashed
line.

The GPI view is centered 28! above the outboard mid-
plane, and the radial extent of the view typically captures the
edge region, separatrix, and SOL. The R¼ 140 cm BES as-
sembly is positioned at 12! above the outboard midplane and
provides similar radial coverage. The separation between the
lower-left corner of the GPI view and the intersection of the
BES radial and inner poloidal array, as seen in Fig. 1(b), is
16! in the toroidal direction and 3! in the poloidal direction.

TABLE I. Shot list for this study containing the shot number, toroidal field
at the magnetic axis, plasma current, neutral beam heating power, average

density, and GPI puff timing. Values are taken at the time of the gas puff.

Shot BT [T] Ip [MA] PNBI [MW] hni [cm)3] tGPI [s]

138 845 0.34 0.8 3.8 5:9$ 1013 0.58

138 846 0.34 0.8 3.8 5:9$ 1013 0.58

138 847 0.33 0.8 3.8 6:0$ 1013 0.58

141 249 0.36 0.7 2.9 3:3$ 1013 0.48

141 254 0.37 0.8 2.9 3:4$ 1013 0.48
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The physical distance between these two points is "35 cm,
and the distance along the generalized poloidal direction
from the GPI corner to the intersection with the field line
passing through this BES channel is "20 cm. The compari-
sons presented in Secs. III and IV use the BES channel at the
intersection of the radial and inner poloidal array as refer-
ence for shots 141 249 and 141 254. In R and Z, this channel
is located just inside of the inner edge of the GPI view
"2 cm above the bottom of the GPI view. For shots
138 845–138 847, the BES channel one channel inside from
the intersection of the radial array with the outer poloidal
array is used for comparison. This channel lies "4 cm out
from the inner edge and "1 cm above the bottom edge of the
GPI view. GPI pixels used in comparisons are chosen to
overlap in R and Z with the BES reference point to within
1 cm. This ensures that the comparison is done for similar
flux surfaces, but field lines passing through the measure-
ment locations are still separated by "20 cm in the direction
perpendicular to the magnetic field due to the toroidal sepa-
ration. For the calculation of poloidal correlation lengths pre-
sented in Sec. V shots 141 249 and 141 254 use the BES
inner poloidal array, and shots 138 845–138 847 use the outer
BES poloidal array. GPI correlation lengths are calculated
for poloidal separations about the center of the GPI view at
the radial position of closest flux surface overlap with the
given BES poloidal array.

III. FLUCTUATION STATISTICS

The BES light emission is subject to low-frequency,
<4 kHz, fluctuations in the neutral heating beams. In the
analysis presented in this section, we account for this slow
oscillation by applying a Gaussian convolution filter (GCF)
with a 4 kHz e)1 frequency cutoff to time series of both diag-
nostics. This filter is strictly positive-valued in the time do-
main, which ensures that the resulting RMS fluctuations are
real-valued at all times. Thus, we define a slowly varying
“mean” intensity, hIi as the GCF of the raw trace, and the

fluctuating signal is defined as dI ¼ I ) hIi. Following these
definitions, the RMS fluctuation level is given by

dIrms=hIi ¼
h I ) hIið Þ2i1=2

hIi
; (1)

where h*i represents the GCF with 4 kHz frequency cutoff.
Time traces of raw (I), mean (hIi), and fluctuating (dI) inten-
sity for both GPI and BES are plotted in Fig. 3. GPI RMS
fluctuation levels are plotted in Fig. 4. GPI RMS fluctuation
levels are "18% of the mean which is "9 times greater than
the BES values of "2% at this location. This result is con-
sistent across all shots in the database used for this study.
Near the separatrix, GPI dI values rise to "30%, and BES
values rise to "5% for these shots.

The dependence of GPI emission on the plasma parame-
ters can be characterized as IGPI / na

eTb
e , and a and b are

tabulated for given values of ne and Te.
35 Near the 0.85 nor-

malized flux position, the plasma conditions are ne ¼
2) 5$ 1013 cm)3 and Te ¼ 100) 200 eV. Under these
conditions, GPI exponents are a ¼ 0:7) 0:6 and
b ¼ 0:12) 0:03; thus for small fluctuations, the density de-
pendence is at least 5 times stronger than the temperature de-
pendence. Similarly, BES emission varies with plasma
density to the 0:6) 0:5 power, and temperature dependence
of the emission is typically negligible. Therefore, it is
expected that both diagnostics predominantly measure den-
sity fluctuations, and, for small fluctuations, the ratio of GPI
to BES RMS fluctuation levels normalized to mean is
expected to be "1:2. The large discrepancy observed in fluc-
tuation levels is well above the expected ratio of 1.2.

Further information on the fluctuation statistics is pro-
vided by the probability density functions (PDFs) of intensity
fluctuations plotted in 5. PDFs are calculated for "10 ms
time blocks of intensity fluctuations at r ) rsep ( )2:9 cm
that have been high-pass filtered at 4 kHz. Fluctuation PDFs
and their moments provide a well defined and experimentally
accessible way of characterizing turbulence. Much effort in
the study of turbulence has focused on the understanding and

FIG. 2. Comparison of Thomson scattering profiles of ne and Te with GPI
emission profile (blue curve) and R¼ 140 cm BES radial array channel used
for comparison (red dashed line).

FIG. 3. Traces of (a) GPI raw (gray) and hIi (blue) and (b) dI. Plots (c) and
(d) are BES traces. All traces taken at the 0.85 WN location. GPI gas puff
begins at t¼ 0.48, and GPI light emission peaks at t¼ 0.51.
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prediction of the PDFs of turbulent quantities and the search
for a universal distribution or universal features of turbulent
distributions (for a review of the statistical description of
plasmas, see Ref. 45). Furthermore, observations of non-
Gaussian statistics and intermittency have led to a number of
realizations about the importance of coherent structures and
the nature of turbulent transport in the edge and SOL regions
(e.g., Refs. 10, 46, and 47).

The PDFs and their normalized skewness (3rd moment)
and normalized excess kurtosis values (4th moment) are
shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). Moments are normalized to the
relevant power of the variance, and the normalized excess
kurtosis is the difference of the normalized 4th moment of
the PDF from Gaussian statistics. Information about first two
moments of the PDF is captured by dIrms=hIi as seen in
Fig. 4. Skewness is a measure of the asymmetry of a distribu-
tion, while kurtosis is a measure of the relative weight of the
tails. Deviations from a Gaussian PDF (represented by the
dashed line in Fig. 5) are indicated by deviations of the nor-
malized skewness from S¼ 0 and the normalized excess kur-
tosis from K¼ 0. For this shot, the GPI distribution is
slightly skewed toward positive values, and a small positive
kurtosis indicates more weight is present in the tails relative
to a normal distribution. The BES distribution has negligible
skew and small positive kurtosis.

Near r ) rsep ( )2:9 cm, both GPI and BES intensity
may be approximated by I ( Cna

e , where a ( 0:6 for GPI
and a ( 0:5 for BES. Therefore, it is expected that the meas-
ured PDFs would be similar at this location. Averaging val-
ues for five 10 ms time blocks taken from 0) 50 ms after the
GPI emission peak for each of the 5 shots yields GPI skew-
ness of S ¼ 0:2460:25 and kurtosis of K ¼ 0:3860:44, and
BES skewness of S ¼ )0:0160:13 and kurtosis of

K ¼ 0:1160:34. Values are close to a normal distribution
within variances for both diagnostics, but GPI does show a
shift in the average values toward small positive skewness
and kurtosis. Raising a random variable with a skewed distri-
bution to a fractional power will shift the skew to negative
values though, so it is possible that small differences could
be explained by the difference in dependence on plasma
parameters.

IV. CROSS-DIAGNOSTIC ANALYSIS

As discussed in Sec. III, both the GPI and BES diagnos-
tics should predominantly measure density fluctuations near
the 0.85 normalized flux position. In this section, we employ
cross-correlation and cross-spectral analysis to estimate the
similarity between time traces and spectral content of the
signals. Due to technical issues with the BES data acquisi-
tion for these shots, there exists an unknown time offset
between the GPI and BES time records, and, compounding
this difficulty, a constant drift is present in the BES clock
time kept by one diagnostic relative to the other. Fortunately,
this drift is readily visible in the time-lagged cross-correla-
tion function versus time, shown in Fig. 6, and can therefore
be easily corrected. Here, correlations are calculated for
"3 ms time windows, and time traces have been high-pass
filtered to removed the <4 kHz fluctuations which are prob-
lematic due to beam fluctuations.

Finding the maximum correlation value for each time
point yields a 1D function for the lag-time to peak correla-
tion versus time. Then, a clock-correcting offset and dilation
factor can be obtained by performing a linear fit of this func-
tion, and we utilized this dilation factor to align the BES
time base with GPI in the analysis contained in this section.
Note that this peak correlation value is persistent in time,
and that the peak correlation value of R ( 0:5 is significantly
above the random level of R ( 0:2 in this case.

An unresolved absolute time offset between the two sig-
nals still exists, and this offset limits the potential use of the
correlation analysis in some applications. A simple estimate

FIG. 4. Traces of dIRMS=hIi for BES (red) and GPI (blue) for WN ¼ 0:85.

FIG. 5. PDFs of (a) GPI and (b) BES intensity from 10 ms period. Dashed
Lines indicate Gaussian PDFs with similar mean and variance.

FIG. 6. Contour plot of time-lagged cross-correlation between GPI and BES
signals versus time. Peak correlation value persists in time, but constant lin-
ear drift is present.
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of the propagation time between diagnostic views predicts a
time offset of 0.1 ms for the observed velocities presented in
Sec. V. The analysis presented in the other sections of the
paper is primarily statistical, and averages over several milli-
seconds up to 10 s of milliseconds. The analysis is performed
separately on the BES and GPI data, and then the results are
compared. The results are generally robust to small changes
in the relative time offset.

With the correction applied to the BES time base, Fig.
7(a) shows the traces of time-lagged cross-correlation, and
time traces of intensity fluctuations for a GPI pixel and a
BES channel normalized to standard deviations are com-
pared in Fig. 7(b). For shots listed in Table I, peak correla-
tion values often exceed R¼ 0.6, and a high degree of
similarity is visually apparent in traces of the normalized
fluctuations. This value of correlation is quite high consider-
ing the physical separation of "35 cm between the measure-
ment locations.

The cross-correlation vs. radius for GPI pixels correlated
with the BES channel at WN ( 0:85 is plotted in Figs. 8(a)
and 8(b), and contour plots of the time-lagged cross-correla-
tion vs. radius are included in Figs. 8(c) and 8(d). The solid
line in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) represents the correlation versus
radius at the time lag of max correlation, and the dotted-
dashed line represents the maximum correlation versus ra-
dius. The x-axis for these plots is the difference of the radial
location of the GPI pixels mapped to the midplane and the
midplane outer separatrix radius. The r ) rsep location for
the BES reference channel is illustrated by the dashed red
line. The radial array of pixels "2 cm above the bottom of
the GPI view is used for this comparison.

The correlation functions in Figures 8(a)–8(d) exhibit a
number of interesting features. First, the cross-correlation
features for all shots are significantly radially extended, and
strong correlation exists up to "4 cm into the SOL. Second,
shots in the 141 254 series generally exhibit a roughly linear
time shift in the peak correlation time vs. radius. This is
most likely due to the radially extended wavefronts for this
structure being tilted in the radial vs. poloidal plane. Shots in
the 138 845 series exhibit distinctly different behavior. For
these shots, the peak correlation time is roughly constant
inside of r ) rsep ( )2 cm. At r ) rsep ¼ )1 cm, the maxi-
mum correlation values are slightly suppressed, and outside

of this location a time shift or anti-correlation is observed.
This may be indicative of a strong sheared flow present at
r ) rsep ¼ )1 cm. It should be noted, however, that the GPI
light falls off rapidly inside of r ) rsep ( )4 cm.

The cross-spectral density provides a measure of the
shared frequency content between the BES and GPI signals.
Traces of (a) cross-coherence, (b) cross-spectral density, (c)
cross-phase, and (d) phase uncertainty comparing a BES
channel and the closest GPI pixel in the R-Z plane are shown

FIG. 7. Traces of (a) time-lagged cross-correlation between GPI and BES
and (b) time traces of GPI and BES intensity.

FIG. 8. (a) and (b) Plots of cross-correlation versus radius at time lag of
maximum correlation (solid curves), and maximum cross-correlation versus
radius (dotted-dashed curves). Plots (c) and (d) are contour plots of the
cross-correlation vs. radius and time-lag. The black dashed line indicates the
separatrix location, and the dashed red line indicates the radial location of
the BES reference channel.

FIG. 9. Traces of (a) cross-coherence, (b) cross-spectral density, (c) cross-
phase, and (d) phase uncertainty for the WN ( 0:85 BES coord and the
closes GPI pixel in the R-Z plane.
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in Fig. 9. Similarities are seen for the low frequencies in the
auto and cross spectral densities in Fig. 9(b), and a peak near
10 kHz is observed by both GPI and BES. The BES auto
spectral density shows a second feature near 80 kHz that is
not seen in the GPI spectrum. This 80 kHz feature is seen
only in this shot, and it is likely hidden by noise in the GPI
spectrum due to the higher noise floor.

Cross-coherence measures the constancy of the relative
phase of similar frequency components between signals. The
cross-coherence spectrum in Fig. 9(a) demonstrates that a
well defined phase relationship exists between the two diag-
nostics for the 10 kHz frequency band, and similar peaks in
the cross-coherence spectrum are seen in all shots in this
study. The associated cross-phase /xy ¼ 060:31 is arbitrary
due to the unresolved time offset between the two diagnos-
tics. GPI observations show intensity fluctuations propagat-
ing downward ()y, ion diamagnetic drift direction) through
the view, therefore the strong cross-coherence suggest that
fluctuations, which are likely extended along field lines,
propagate coherently between the GPI and BES views. This
corresponds to a distance of "20 cm in the generalized
poloidal direction perpendicular to the magnetic field.

V. CHARACTERISTIC TIME AND LENGTH ESTIMATES

Estimates of the poloidal correlation length and the
decorrelation time provide a characteristic length scale and a
characteristic lifetime for the fluctuations, respectively.
Aside from characterizing the fluctuations, the correlation
lengths, decorrelation times, and scalings of these quantities

with other parameters may offer insight into the underlying
instability driving the turbulence (e.g., see Refs. 6 and 48).
We do not address the scaling here, but instead compare the
estimates produced by the BES and GPI diagnostics. Auto-
spectral density functions and cross-coherence functions
between pixels separated by 2.4 cm, 4.8 cm, and 7.2 cm are
plotted in Fig. 10. Peaks near 10 kHz and 80 kHz are present
in the BES coherence spectrum, but only the 10 kHz peak is
present in the GPI spectrum. This 80 kHz feature is only
present in shot 141 254, but a strong coherence feature at
low frequencies, between about 0–20 kHz, is present in all of
the shots. This 80 kHz feature also does not show up in fre-
quency spectra of the magnetic pick-up coils. For the follow-
ing analysis, a band-pass filter is used with a low frequency
cutoff of flc¼ 4 kHz and a high frequency cutoff of fhc

¼ 50 kHz. The low frequency cutoff is chosen to eliminate
contamination of beam fluctuations in the BES signal, and
the high frequency cutoff is placed at the point where the
first coherence peak crosses the

ffiffiffiffi
N
p

noise floor, where N is
the number of time blocks used for the coherence calcula-
tion. This method of estimating decorrelation times is similar
to the generalized cross-correlation method of time-delay
estimation,49 but an ad-hoc filter based on the coherence
spectrum is used here.

After applying this filter, time-lagged cross-correlations
are calculated using 4 ms long time blocks for varying pixel
separations, and envelope functions are calculated using the
Hilbert transform. Individual estimates of the correlation
function are then averaged over 60 ms. Block-averaged cor-
relation functions for GPI and BES are shown in Figs. 11(a)

FIG. 10. Plots of the cross-coherence
between poloidaly separated channels
for (a) GPI and (c) BES, and auto-
power spectra for GPI (b) and BES (d).
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and 11(e), respectively, and envelope functions calculated
with the Hilbert transform are overlaid. Poloidal correlation
lengths, LPOL, can be estimated by a Gaussian fit to the zero-
lag envelope correlation versus pixel separation shown in
Figs. 11(b) and 11(f). Similarly, decorrelation times, sc, can
be estimated by a Gaussian fit to the envelope peak correla-
tion versus time to peak correlation shown in Figs. 11(c) and
11(g). Finally, a statistical Time-Delay Estimation (TDE) ve-
locity, vg, may be estimated from the plot of the time to peak
correlation versus poloidal separation shown in Figs. 11(d)
and 11(h). This is a statistical velocity in the sense that the
correlation functions have been averaged over tens of milli-
seconds. Structures are observed to propagate downward
()y, ion diamagnetic drift direction) in the GPI view, and
the magnitude of the TDE velocity is estimated from Figs.
11(d) and 11(h).

Agreement between the estimated quantities for the shot
shown in Fig. 11 is quite good. Expressing the agreement in
terms of the percentage difference gives 12 6 14% for LPOL,
22 6 19% for sc, and 33 6 27% for vg. All values are less
than or equal 33% indicating agreement at the 33% level,
and all values are consistent with zero well within two
sigma.

Estimates of poloidal correlation lengths, decorrelation
times, and statistical velocities for several shots are com-
pared in Figs. 12(a)–12(c). Dashed lines in Fig. 12 indicate
perfect agreement and 640% deviations from that. All val-
ues show good agreement at the 640% level, though BES
velocity estimates derived from the correlation functions are

consistently lower than GPI velocities. Both diagnostics are
aligned at 37! with respect to horizontal, and poloidal arrays
of GPI and BES are aligned with the local poloidal direction
from equilibrium reconstruction to within 15!. So the sys-
tematically lower velocity estimates should not be a conse-
quence of the orientation of the diagnostic views. All
velocities are in the ion diamagnetic drift direction ()y in
the GPI view).

VI. GAS PUFF EFFECTS

The peak neutral influx rate of the GPI diagnostic is
6:6$ 1021 atoms/s, and roughly "4$ 1020 neutral deute-
rium atoms are puffed into the edge in total.50 The total elec-
tron content of the plasma before the GPI puff is "6$ 1020

electrons. It is estimated that "20% (8$ 1019) of the gas
puff atoms become ionized inside the separatrix, but due to
losses by edge particle diffusion the global density increase
is expected to be '3%.50 Previous work50 has explored the
possible perturbing effects of the GPI gas puff on the edge
plasma and turbulence, and found that edge electron density
and temperature changed by '10% at the Thomson scatter-
ing location far from the GPI puff preceding and up to the
peak in the GPI emission. Furthermore, edge turbulence
quantities as measured by the GPI diagnostic did not show
significant variation during the gas puff. Still, the effect of
the gas puff on the local density and temperature in the gas
cloud could not be measured directly. A cursory look at the
BES measurements was included in the previous study, and

FIG. 11. Plots of (a) and (e) time-lagged cross-correlations (solid) with envelope functions (dashed), (b) and (f) zero-lag envelope peak correlation versus
poloidal separation, (c) and (g) envelope peak correlation versus time-lag to peak, and (d) and (h) time-lag to envelope peak correlation versus poloidal separa-
tion. Values for poloidal correlation length and decorrelation time represent the 1/e length for a Gaussian fit to the corresponding plot.
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it was found that the mean BES Da emission increased and
closely followed the GPI Da emission during the GPI puff.
Here we provide a more detailed examination of the GPI
puff effects on the BES fluctuation spectra and poloidal cor-
relation length.

The close proximity ("35 cm) of the BES sightlines to
the GPI gas cloud provides us with an opportunity to exam-
ine the local effects of the gas cloud on the edge turbulence
as measured by BES. The low-pass filtered, mean BES inten-
sity is seen to increase concurrently with the GPI gas puff,
and the increase at different radial and poloidal locations is
captured by Fig. 13. The largest increase is seen at Xsep ¼
r ) rsep ¼ )0:8 cm and Z¼ 7.6 which corresponds to the
bottom of the GPI view. Data from BES channels above
Z¼ 7.6, closer to the center of the gas puff, is not available
in these shots. The increase in signal decays at locations fur-
ther from the gas cloud (decreasing R and Z), and typically
the effect of the gas puff on the mean BES signal is negligi-
ble inside of Xsep ( )12 cm.

The effect of the gas puff on the fluctuations is illus-
trated by Figs. 14(a) and 14(b) which show Continuous
Wavelet Transforms (CWT) for dI=I, the BES fluctuations
normalized to the 200 Hz low-pass filtered trace. The white
line in Fig. 14(b) is the cone of influence, below which the
wavelet coefficients are susceptible to edge effects. Time
traces of frame-averaged GPI emission are plotted above the
CWT. The low-pass filter is used to capture only the slow
variation due to the GPI puff. Beam fluctuations manifest as
a coherent feature near 900 Hz in both figures, and weaker,

less coherent harmonics can be observed up to "4 kHz in av-
erage spectra for long time blocks. In Fig. 14(a), the ampli-
tude of the 1–20 kHz fluctuation band increases with the GPI
gas puff. Shots 138 845–138 847 each share this behavior,
but no clear increase is visible in shots 141 249 and 141 254.
In a previous study on gas puff effects,50 Gas puffing in shot
138 845 was found to have the larger impact on edge density
and temperature as measured by Thomson scattering than in
other shots studied.

Block-averaged BES frequency spectra for dI=I before
and during the gas puff, plotted in Figs. 15(a) and 15(c),
illustrate this increase in fluctuations more clearly. Here,
autospectral power estimates are obtained by averaging spec-
tra from 23 time blocks "2.6 ms in length. Time blocks are
taken at 60–0 ms before, and 30–90 ms following the open-
ing of the gas puff valve. Fluctuations in the 1–10 kHz band
increase significantly during the gas puff for Shots
138 845–138 847, and a smaller increase is seen only below
"4 kHz in Shots 141 249 and 141 254. Coherence spectra
(using raw traces without normalization) for BES channels
separated by 4.8 cm in the poloidal direction are plotted in
Figs. 15(b) and 15(d). Before the gas puff, a strong coher-
ence peak is seen between 10 and 20 kHz for shots
138 845–138 847, and during the gas puff the coherence val-
ues for this feature are reduced by "0.2. In contrast, Shots
141 249 and 141 254 show only minor changes in the coher-
ence spectrum with the gas puffing, and the feature near
10 kHz appears to shift to slightly higher frequency.

Poloidal correlation lengths offer another tool to assess
possible effects of the GPI gas puff on the BES signal.
Correlation lengths are estimated by the same method used
in Sec. V for 60–0 ms preceding, and 30–90 ms following the
gas puff trigger. The results are tabulated in Table II.
Poloidal correlation lengths for all shots become shorter dur-
ing the gas puff, but difference values for only two shots are
different from zero within uncertainties. One of these shots,
141 249, did not show a significant change in the BES fre-
quency spectrum as seen in Fig. 15.

VII. DISCUSSION

The results presented above show that there are many
similarities between the two diagnostics. Fluctuations are

FIG. 12. Scatterplots comparing (a) poloidal correlation lengths estimates, (b) decorrelation time estimates, and (c) TDE velocity estimates.

FIG. 13. Time traces of low-pass filtered BES intensity for varying (a)
Xsep ¼ r ) rsep and (b) Z. Times are relative to the GPI gas puff timing.
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well correlated between diagnostics, and similar coherence
peaks are seen near 10 kHz in the spectra of both diagnostics.
Fluctuation PDFs of both diagnostics tend toward a Gaussian
distribution "3 cm inside the separatrix, where both

diagnostics are expected to predominantly measure density
fluctuations. Finally, estimations of characteristic turbulence
length and time scales are found to be in agreement at the
40% level.

Still, some discrepancies are found, and further discus-
sion of the results and these discrepancies is presented in this
section. Specifically, the large discrepancy in the normalized
RMS fluctuation levels, and the large increase in BES signal
during gas puffing warrant further discussion. In addition to
these points, comments on alternative estimates of the poloi-
dal correlation length and the nature of the dominant
"10 kHz feature are included in this section. Finally, the dis-
cussion concludes with some general comments on the rela-
tive benefits of both diagnostics.

FIG. 14. Continuous wavelet transforms of BES fluctuations normalized to 200 Hz low-pass filter for shots 138 845 (a) and 141 249 (b). Time traces of the av-
erage GPI intensity are plotted above the CWTs.

FIG. 15. (a) and (c) Block-averaged
autopower spectra of fluctuations nor-
malized to mean. (b) and (d)
Coherence for BES channels separated
by 4.8 cm. Black traces are spectra for
60–0 ms before the gas puff trigger,
and red traces are spectra for 30–90 ms
following the opening of the gas puff
valve.

TABLE II. Poloidal correlation length estimates from 60–0 ms before and

30–90 ms after the gas puff trigger.

Shot LPOL pre-puff [cm] LPOL post-puff [cm] Diff. [cm]

138 845 19.7 6 3.3 17.7 6 4.6 )2.0 6 5.7

138 846 20.5 6 2.6 17.3 6 6.7 )3.1 6 7.2

138 847 19.5 6 2.6 13.3 6 3.5 )6.2 6 4.3

141 249 16.2 6 2.6 10.5 6 1.1 )5.6 6 2.8

141 254 14.5 6 1.0 13.2 6 1.8 )1.4 6 2.1
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A. Discrepancy in normalized RMS fluctuation level

The large discrepancy in RMS fluctuation levels sug-
gests that either BES is underestimating, or GPI is overesti-
mating the fluctuations at this location. Temperature
dependence is not expected to be important, as discussed
above, and both diagnostics have similar radial localization.
The poloidal resolutions are different, which could lead to a
difference in measured fluctuation levels due to an averaging
over small scales, but applying a spatial filter to the GPI
observations cannot account for the observed discrepancy.
Reducing the GPI spatial resolution to that of BES by spatial
filtering reduces the normalized fluctuation level from
19 6 3% without filtering to 17 6 3% with filtering. This is
still much greater than BES estimate of 3 6 1%.

Large plasma fluctuations can lead to greater ionization
of gas puff neutrals which will alter the neutral gas density
in GPI gas cloud. For example, if the neutral gas cloud
encounters an area of large fluctuations as it diffuses into the
plasma from the gas source located at the edge of the device,
then these fluctuations can be imprinted on the neutral gas
density. These fluctuations are then carried with the neutral
cloud as it continues to diffuse into the plasma edge, and the
result is an observed fluctuation in GPI light due to a neutral
density perturbation cause by plasma fluctuations existing
between the emission region and the gas source. This effect
is commonly referred to as “shadowing,” and a simple dis-
cussion of the effect can be found in Ref. 35. Similar effects
are known to occur with beam neutrals in BES.51 To account
for the observed discrepancy, the neutral density perturbation
at the measurement location would need to be of order 10%.

Degas 2 simulations have been performed to provide a
rough estimate of the effects of neutral density perturbations.
Two test cases are created from the experimental Thomson
scattering plasma profiles for shot 138 846. The plasma pro-
files for case ðþÞ have been uniformly multiplied by a factor
of 1.25, and for case ð)Þ the profiles have been uniformly di-
vided by a factor of 1.25. At radii inside of the location of
peak GPI emission, the ratio of neutral density in case ðþÞ to
case ð)Þ is "0:4 meaning that an increase in plasma parame-
ters depletes neutrals inside of the peak in GPI emission, as
one would expect. Furthermore, the effect is quite large, and
results in a ratio of Da light emitted at these locations in case
ðþÞ to case ð)Þ of "0:5. So the decrease in emission due to
fewer neutral atoms dominates the expected increase in
emission from the increase in density and temperature. This
would suggest that neutral density perturbations can have a
significant effect on the normalized fluctuation levels.

If neutral density perturbations were the dominant cause
of fluctuations inside of the GPI emission peak, then one
would expect that the GPI fluctuations at this location to be
anti-correlated with fluctuations outside of this location (hot-
ter, denser, brighter perturbations near the separatrix reduce
Da emission inside). This is seen, for example, in Fig. 8, but
it is not clear how to separate this effect from a physical ra-
dial wavelength. Also, several diagnostics have shown that
plasma fluctuations near the separatrix and in the near SOL
are positively skewed. This leads one to expect that if neutral
density perturbations are dominant inside of the emission

peak, then the skewness of these fluctuations should be nega-
tive. This is not what is found in Fig. 5. The shadowing
effect is complicated process involving full 3D plus time dy-
namics, and a dedicated experimental and numerical effort is
likely required to fully understand it.

Langmuir probe measurements could help resolve this dis-
crepancy. Previous studies found edge turbulence measure-
ments made by Langmuir probes to be similar to BES
measurements52 and measurements of visible emission from
the plasma edge,53 but a direct comparison of GPI, BES, and
probes has not been performed on NSTX. The NSTX fast scan-
ning probe diagnostic54 was used during this run campaign,
and it is capable of making measurements of edge fluctuations
in NSTX H-mode plasmas for wN > 0:9. A study of edge tur-
bulence in NSTX during Type-III ELMing H-mode plasmas
has been published recently,55 but the shots used were signifi-
cantly different from those used in this paper. Unfortunately,
no overlapping GPI and probe data exist for the shots used in
this study. There are additional diagnostic subtleties that com-
plicate a direct comparison. For example, probe measurements
are possible only in the region of the plasma where temperature
fluctuations are believe to have an important impact on GPI
measurements. For these reasons, a comparison of GPI and
probe measurements is not addressed here.

B. Increase in BES signal during gas puffing

The large, "300% increase in BES mean intensity levels
during the gas puffing is a striking feature of the analysis in
Sec. VI. To better understand the effects of the gas puff on
the BES measurements, DEGAS 2 simulations38 have been
performed, and it is found that gas puffing increases the neu-
tral deuterium content at the intersection of the BES view
with the neutral beams by "1017/m3. This is 2 orders of mag-
nitude less than the plasma density at this location; therefore,
it is not expected that beam neutral–thermal neutral colli-
sions will play a significant role. Furthermore, the increase
in local plasma density is presumably of this order or less, so
it is unlikely that the increased emission is attributable to an
increased plasma density.

The gas puff does lead to an increase in Da signal on the
BES channels, but the BES system is designed to use the
Doppler shift and interference filters to reject most of this
background emission. The DEGAS 2 Simulations estimate
the thermal Da signal on the BES channels to be !6:6$
1019 photons/(m2 sr s). The BES !etendue is 2.3 mm2 sr, opti-
cal fiber losses are 42%, and attenuation by the interference
filter is 5$ 10)4% at the unshifted Da wavelength. Thus
BES is expected to measure 3:2$ 106 photons/s, or a 65 lV
signal output. This is several orders of magnitude less than
the "1 V signal levels typically seen, and clearly does not
account for the increase seen in the mean BES signal. The
source of the BES signal increase with GPI gas puffing is
still not understood.

C. Alternative estimates of the poloidal correlation
length

Poloidal correlation length estimates have also been per-
formed using the full extent of the GPI view, and this method
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is able to resolve the first anti-node of the spatial correlation
function. The results of the calculation using the full view
strongly suggest that the 4-point estimate used in Figs. 11
and 12 significantly underestimates the correlation length.
During the 2010 run campaign, it was discovered that BES
poloidal arrays did not have the poloidal coverage to resolve
the first anti-node, and, due to data acquisition constraints,
only 4-channels of the BES poloidal array were typically
available. Therefore, the 4-point estimate is used for compar-
ison here, and this estimate does appear to be consistent
between the two diagnostics. The upgraded BES view for
NSTX-U has been designed to address this issue, and should
be able to resolve anti-nodes of the correlation function.

D. Nature of the "10 kHz fluctuations

Each of the shots in the database studied here exhibits a
feature in the cross-diagnostic coherence spectrum near
10 kHz. The full width at half maximum for the feature is
between 3 and 5 kHz. The CWT of BES data (Fig. 14) indi-
cates that this feature is incoherent, and appears as a collec-
tion of intermittent bursts of power between 5 and 15 kHz.
This can be contrasted with the behavior of the persistent,
coherent 900 Hz beam fluctuation. In the GPI view, this fea-
ture is characterized by spatially localized intensity struc-
tures, or intensity pulses, that appear quasi-periodically and
travel through the view from top to bottom (in the Ion
Diamagnetic Drift Direction). To the extent that this mode is
dominant in each of the shots, the analysis presented here
(fluctuation statistics, poloidal correlation lengths, etc.) is a
characterization of this feature. Presently, the nature of these
fluctuations is not well understood, but the analysis presented
here can offer some simple characterization. The GPI correla-
tion lengths calculated using the full GPI poloidal extent indi-
cate the characteristic size for this feature is between 20 and
30 cm for shots 138 845–138 847 and 30 and 40 cm for shots
141 249 and 141 254. Estimates of the dominant poloidal
wavelength determined by the distance between the correlation
peak and the first anti-node of the poloidal correlation function
yield k?qs ( 0:1) 0:2. The correlation versus radius plots of
Fig. 8 suggest that these structures are radially extended, and
they are present several centimeters into the SOL. Detailed
analysis of the low-wavenumber turbulence in NSTX H-
modes seen by BES can be found in Refs. 6 and 48.

E. General comments on the comparison of GPI
and BES

Given the similarities between these two diagnostic
approaches, it is tempting to ask the seemingly simple ques-
tion: Which diagnostic is better, or which is “correct”? It is
important to recognize, however, that both diagnostics have
their own strengths, and are in many ways complementary.
The Phantom v710 cameras and optics used for the NSTX
GPI system provides an unmatched combination of high spa-
tial resolution (khqs!2), high time resolution (400 kHz sam-
pling rate), spatial coverage, and a high pixel count (64
$ 80) for measuring the plasma edge. Furthermore, detailed
2-D imaging is valuable in the creation of a self-consistent
explanations of physical phenomena (e.g., imaging blobs

with GPI,19,40 ELM filaments with fast cameras,56,57 and
Sawtooth pulses with Electron Cyclotron Emission Imaging
(ECEI)58). GPI is limited, however, by the penetration of the
neutral gas into the plasma, thus measurements can only be
made of the outer several centimeters of the plasma and the
SOL. BES, on the other hand, is capable of making precise
measurements of density fluctuations over much of the
plasma radius with comparable spatial resolution, and high
time resolution (200 MHz sampling rate). The NSTX BES
system, however, does have limited 2-D coverage, and
expanding the number of channels can be expensive. In addi-
tion, BES requires the operation of either neutral heating
beams or specialized diagnostic neutral beams. In the end,
the goal of both diagnostics is to validate turbulence simula-
tions, and having data from both diagnostics provides more
points of comparison.

VIII. SUMMARY

Comparisons of BES and GPI measurements of edge
fluctuations in NSTX are presented in this paper. The BES
and GPI diagnostic views share coverage over the range of
normalized flux from WN , 0:8 into the SOL at similar
poloidal angles, but are separated in toroidal angle by "16!.
Near WN ¼ 0:85 both diagnostics are expected to predomi-
nantly measure density fluctuations. The measured fluctua-
tions are therefore expected to have similar characteristics,
and many similarities are observed. Direct comparison of
GPI and BES fluctuation measurements on field lines sepa-
rated by "20 cm in the direction perpendicular to B yields
strong correlations, R> 0.6, and strong cross-coherence
between "5 and 15 kHz. Fluctuation PDFs and their
moments show good agreement at WN ¼ 0:85, and both GPI
and BES distributions are close to Gaussian at this location.
Correlation lengths, decorrelation times, and TDE velocity
estimates all show good agreement within 640%. It should
be emphasized that, given the physical separation of the
measurement locations, the observed agreement is very
strong.

There are some important differences, however.
Measured GPI fluctuation levels normalized to the mean are
a factor of 9$ greater than the measured BES fluctuation lev-
els. This discrepancy is unresolved, but could be explained
by either an underestimate of the fluctuation level by BES at
this location or an overestimate by GPI. It is possible that
large fluctuations in the plasma density near the separatrix
may induce fluctuations in the neutral density, thus an
increased fluctuation level would be measured by GPI at
smaller radii due to the modulated neutral density. In addi-
tion to the dissimilarity of fluctuation levels, differences in
the fluctuation PDFs are present at larger radii, but this is not
unexpected due to large-fluctuation amplitudes and increased
temperature dependence of the light emission. Also, compar-
ing the 4-point estimate of the correlation length to a calcula-
tion utilizing the full GPI spatial information revealed that
the 4-point estimate consistently underestimates the poloidal
correlation length.

Finally, effects of the neutral deuterium puff used for GPI
on the BES mean and fluctuations are quantified. BES mean
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intensity levels are seen to increase by as much as 300% near
the separatrix position. Sensitivity of the BES mean to the
neutral puff decreases with distance of the measurement loca-
tion from the center of the gas cloud. In addition, CWTs and
frequency spectra for fluctuations normalized to the 200 Hz
low-pass filtered BES signal show an increase in relative fluc-
tuation levels in the 1–10 kHz band, but only one shot shows a
significant change in the poloidal correlation measured before
and during the gas puff.
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